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1 Rides For The Month
21 st May

Anna’s Kitchen

Three Rivers

28 th May

Montagues followed by
Frank Struckmeyer Museum

Springs

4 th June

Harries Pancakes

Cullinan

11 th June

Safari Restaurant

Frankfort

18 th June

Brauhaus

Rustenburg

25 th June

Bushveld Lounge (Far East)

BIRTHDAYS!!!
30 th May - JANET
18 th June - PETER
27 th June - ELLEN AND FRANS
Warm Birthday Wishes! We hope you Carry on Growing Old Disgracefully for many years to
come!
The Breakfast Run Kitty as at end of May stands at R 668.50. We made a R 500
donation to a funeral fund for a fallen Ulysses member who had no family and no
funeral policy. A total of R 17000-00 was raised by fellow Ulysseans. The balance
that was not used will be put into a fund for future similar needs, Natcom will keep this
money recorded but in the same bank account.

2 Upcoming Events
Mention was made to go to the Green Lantern for Christmas in July. Shane has posted the
details by email. This will be the last weekend in July. Any more takers?
Vic Falls Run 23-29 June 2017
August/September – Swaziland trip. Peter to organise the accommodation and Shane to
organise the route
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3 From the Whitehouse
AGM REPORT - Our inaugural AGM was held at the end of April with 3 apologies – Graham
Ball, who had just become a grandfather that morning, and the Fergusons, who were away.
Our first year has met the members’ expectations wi th rides held every Sunday and an
emphasis on new venues. The Christmas in July social was well attended and thoroughly
enjoyed by all. An SA Legions Charity Run in aid of the elderly was also well supported by
our Chapter.
Congratulations and many safe happy miles to Ellen and Jan on their new bikes. Not sure
about Jan’s though, is it the new Kawa or the new (Classic) Triumph we’re congratulating
him on? Or both?

4 Ride Reports and More
Part 1...
Some of our runs included the memorable run to Bronkhorstbaai, The Imagine Cafe, where
Graham’s Starship Enterprise had a puncture on route. This resulted in Peter helping the
sweeper by repairing the puncture. This was however not the solution, as a while later the
tyre REALLY blew up. It ended up with the two of them waiting for the insurance tow
vehicle for 4 hours the vultures were circling, the sun scorching them good and solid,
scenes from Wild Hogs coming to mind. Some lessons to be learnt from this escapade are
the following:







Always take water with you;
Have your insurance company and details at hand;
Even better, have back-up buddies with trailers at your beck-and-call, as the wait
would be been much shorter and cheaper;
Make sure your insurance pays for tow-in for distances exceeding a 40 km radius;
Learn about tyre pressures and puncture repair;
Take a puncture repair kit with you.

All ended well, although Graham’s wallet received quite a blow! (Part 2 To be continuued...)
Karoo Kafee, Bosveld Lounge, Aroma, French Toast, Premier Hotel, Imagine Cafe and Ruby
River Lodge amongst others were the frequented venues. The Green Olive once again
disappointed with poor service, although the ride is a lekker one! Val Hotel was a
refreshing improvement, also an awesome road to get there. Her Majesteas has closed
down, so another venue in that direction is to be found.
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2017 ULYSSES NATIONAL RALLY –BUFFELSPOORT
With much anticipation the members of Jo.burg East headed out to the ATKV resort just
past Mooinooi. Some decided to head out on Thursday to enjoy an extra day. With only 3
members not attending, we were well represented, with the majority arriving on Friday
afternoon.
The AGM was at 15h00, so Eve & I had no time to settle in. It was a matter of dumping our
bags in the chalet and rushing off to find the conference room. Once the AGM was
completed, it was off to join our members for some socialising.
Friday night was party night as Ulysses SA members kicked off the ral ly in a real party
mood. The Live band of Vinny and the Viscounts together with the delectable Go Go Girls
really got the party swinging. In between the music, the entertainers kept the crowds’
attention with Win ‘n Spin prizes, Mrs Ulysses was crowned and the contestants for Mr
Pelvis gyrated their hips as best they could with the hoola hoops. It was a stark reminder of
how age has taken its toll on suppleness. There were innovative methods of circulating the
hoola hoop. The limbo was another reminder of how the mind was willing so much more
than the body is able. Despite this everyone who gave it a go thoroughly enjoyed
themselves, Ellen straining a bit of muscle in the attempt and paying the price the next day!
And so the night progressed with good music, dancing and drinking. The plug was pulled at
11:30, the deserted hall looking as if a riot had just taken place. What a great night with a
go large and to the hell with the morning after attitude.
Saturday morning was just that, with many sensitive souls walking quietly about, trying to
come to terms with the night before. As the inclement weather was starting to set the trend
for the day, the off-road ride was cancelled but the 3 Dams run went ahead. One stop at Van
Gaalen Cheese Factory was scheduled midway up to which point it was dry, the latter of the
ride was accompanied by rain.
The weather was not playing along and the only entertainment was under the tent drinking
and hoping in vain that the entertainers would call out our number to spin the wheel and
win the prize of a diamond ring valued at R 18K. Saturday night was supposed to be a Rock
n Roll theme, it was so cold and wet that only a few brave souls dressed the part. If only we
had known that it was going to be quite warm in the marquee with several standing gas
heaters really making it quite pleasant. The food was excellent alth ough sadly once again
the crowds could not help themselves and did not adhere to the table serving order, the
usual frenzy ensued. The band was great, prizes were handed out to chapters for
attendance and other things. A nice touch was our National President handing certificates
over to the new Platinum Members and Simon Fourie of Bike SA was made an Honourary
Life Member. The Saturday night party was nowhere near as festive as Friday, with most
opting for an early night.
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GUESS WHO GOT THEIR COLOURS??

New Members
Grant and Annalie Ferguson became the latest members of JoBurg East. Both ha ve
completed the 3 month probation period and attended the pre -requisite amount of
breakfast runs. They fitted right in with the group from day 1. Buffelspoort was their first
taste of a Ulysses Rally and they fully embraced the spirit of the gathering.
We wish you many happy and safe KM’s with UJE and look forward to you joining us on our
weekends away.
Platinum Members
Trevor and Graham were awarded theirPlatinum member certificates at the Rally. Both are
stalwarts of UJE and we hope to see them active for many years to come.

See You All Next Month, Same Time, Same Place .
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5 Pics that tell the story
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